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Stephanie Bailey, “Asia Now, FIAC and Paris Internationale: A walk-through”, Ocula, October 2018

Asia Now, FIAC and Paris Internationale: A walk-through

At Paris Internationale (17–21 October 2018), the domestic was the context, after the previous edition that scaled up in a car park. Staged in
a Haussmanian apartment building bordering Monceau Park with 42 galleries from 21 countries and 8 non-profit spaces, this year's
location was—like Les Salons Hoche a short walk away—an ideal setting to view art. A room with a pale grey carpet was the perfect frame
for Lee Kit's installation with mother's tankstation: a digital print mounted on an in-built wall showing a woman's stencilled face. Shaded
by a projector's light, subtitles below read out the installation's title: Next time when you go home, she will tell you to let go.

Asia Now, FIAC and Paris Internationale: A walk-through

Overall, there was some great work, from the Naoki Sutter-Shudo sculptures presented by Galerie Crèvecoeur and Jesse Wine's painted
ceramic torsos at Simone Subal Gallery, to Jonathan Lyndon Chase's figurative paintings at Company Gallery, and Jesse Darling, currently
exhibiting at Tate Britain, at Sultana. Reserve Ames took full advantage of a modernist, marble-clad bathroom to showcase one of Jay
Heikes' 2018 oil on stained canvas paintings of a vista of clouds from the 'Mother Sky' series.
27/11/2018

Asia Now, FIAC and Paris Internationale: A walk-through

https://ocula.com/magazine/reports/asia-now-fiac-and-paris-internationale-a-walk/
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COURTESY OF BAMPFA

Heikes' "Couper l'oeil," a massive sculpture composed of
copper, wax, aluminum foil, steel, steel slag, cast bronze, and
iron, evokes a wire fence unraveling at the seams.
Marfa, a tiny town in the West Texas desert, seems like an

unlikely cultural center for contemporary art. Evoking Hollywood
visions of the Wild West, tumbleweeds decorate the landscape
and the population numbers under 2,000. But since minimalist
artist Donald Judd made the barren desert town his home in
1971 and founded the Chinati Foundation, it's become one of the
most vibrant art towns in America.
Much of Jay Heikes' works featured in his

at the

Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive (BAMPFA) are
influenced by his 2017 residency in Marfa. Heikes' exhibition is
the first one of 2018 the museum has chosen to display as part
of its MATRIX program, which introduces Bay Area audiences to
outstanding voices in contemporary art. The Minneapolis-based
artist drew inspiration from the intensity of the landscape as well
as the proximity to the Mexican border. Heikes was in Marfa
during Trump's inauguration, so the rhetoric of putting up walls
and demonizing the Other was fresh in his mind as he worked.
One piece in his Z series — a collection of paintings referencing
the last letter of the alphabet — appears to be a boarded-up
window, dyed black and coated in patches of white salt.
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Madeline Wells, “REVIEW: Jay Heikes’ Exhibition at BAMPFA Addresses Themes of Alienness and Borders”, East Bay Express, February 2018

"There's a lot of boarded-up buildings — a very romantic
landscape artists love — so I collected a lot of scrap wood to
make these paintings," said Heikes. The salt shines starkly
against the dark ink, as though a light from the desert landscape
is escaping through the window. A backwards letter "Z" crisscrosses the frame — a visual metaphor that alludes to the end of
language and the passage of time.

COURTESY OF BAMPFA

A painting in Heikes' Z series includes a backwards "z," which
alludes to the end of language and the passage of time.
Many materials from the desert made their way into Heikes'

paintings. Another work from his Z series features acorn husks,
rubber snakes, steel slag, salt, rocks, and dirt to create a roughly
textured, dusty pink snapshot of the desert floor mounted on a
fiberglass tray.
"There was no canvas," said Heikes. "This was just a frame that
accepted all the materials."
The son of a chemist, Heikes has an obsession with the material
properties of objects, which permeates each of his pieces. He
spoke excitedly about the histories of various materials he used
in his work, such as one that was used in a pigment called
"mummy brown." Egyptian artists in the 16th and 17th centuries
would grind up remains of mummies to achieve this specific hue.
Heikes' sculptures pay careful attention to elemental components
as well. "Couper l'oeil," a massive sculpture composed of copper,
wax, aluminum foil, steel, steel slag, cast bronze, and iron, is a
reference to Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dalí's surrealist film
in name — there's a scene in the film where an eyeball is
being cut with a razorblade — but Heikes also describes it as a
battle of materials. In this piece and in another sculpture in the
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Madeline Wells, “REVIEW: Jay Heikes’ Exhibition at BAMPFA Addresses Themes of Alienness and Borders”, East Bay Express, February 2018

exhibit, "Winter is Coming," balls of different sizes and textures
branch off of spiraling copper wire, some fully detached and
lying at the base of the sculpture. One ball is made of bronze
poured over dense wood; another is made of mortar, wax, and
studio dust.
"I think of it as this artery system of thought," said Heikes. "These
moldable wax balls are the thoughts before they're fully formed."
The unique hybrids Heikes has created illustrate these
exploratory thoughts, as he constantly combines things that
don't normally go together. He refers to these hybrid balls as
"minor planets," a term referring to floating debris in space that
is classified as neither a planet nor a comet.
"I want you to feel a little bit like you can't recognize the
references to the materials. I want it to feel a little alien and
foreign," he explained.

COURTESY OF BAMPFA

Heikes' "Minor Planets" are made of materials you can't quite
recognize.

That feeling of alienness comes back to the theme of borders and
walls in America's current political climate. "Couper l'oeil" evokes
a wire fence unravelling at the seams — Heikes' own subversive
attempt at tearing down boundaries.
For within his exhibit, there are no boundaries. Copper wires
jump out of paintings; ink drawings he made with a special tool
he called a "pencil rake" designed to imitate the marks of a
seismograph echo the curves of the sculptures; even Heikes'
musical background seeps into his work. He mentioned a
collector had described the lines in his drawings as the "melody
of the universe." Sketches such as "The Devil Has Left My
Building" illustrate a soundtrack to the formation of Heikes'
imagined elements.
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Madeline Wells, “REVIEW: Jay Heikes’ Exhibition at BAMPFA Addresses Themes of Alienness and Borders”, East Bay Express, February 2018

Heikes' "The Devil Has Left My Building."

COURTESY OF BAMPFA

Art may not solve political divisions and demonizing language,
but it can certainly help people heal. Gesturing to the curved
body of a snake screen-printed onto one painting, Heikes
explained, "The flow of a snake going sideways to go forward is
really the best metaphor for artistic practice."
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Simone Menegoi, ARTFORUM, January 2017
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Giulia Capodiferro, Exibart.com, November 11, 2016
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Ken Johnson, New York Times, July 2016
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Isabella Paghera “Interview with Jay Heiles”, ATPdiary, October 2015

Jay Heikes, Daily Rituals (Tuesday), 2015, video, 35 min, ph. Giorgio Benni

Consequences, at the Fondazione Giuliani in Rome from the 10th of October until the 12th of December, is a project curated by
Jay Heikes with the contribution of Felix Culpa, Jessica Jackson Hutchins, Ari Marcopoulos, Josiah McElheny, Todd Norsten,
Conny Purtill, Justin Schlepp, Gedi Sibony, Michael Stickrod, The Unknown Artist and the ghost of Lee Lozano.
As Jay Heikes has pointed out, Consequences should be regarded as “an attempt to continue an impulse of artistic collaboration”;
therefore the show is the result of their dialogue and reciprocal fascination. They are all connected by the intent to go beyond the
ordinary and repetitive actions that characterize our daily life. The outcome is indeed “a garden, a garden really American: drunk,
silly, coloured and with a marginal flavour”.
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Isabella Paghera “Interview with Jay Heiles”, ATP Diary, October 2015

Isabella Paghera for ATPdiary asked Jay Heikes some questions.
ATP: As I could read in the press release, you drew inspiration from different sources (Lars Von Trier’s The Five Obstructions, the surrealistic Consequences, Lee Lozano’s Dropout Piece…) in order to find new and alternative creative processes.
Do you think to have achieved this goal with this exhibition? And if yes, how?
Jay Heikes: It’s a good question to start, whether or not we achieve anything by altering the process of what we do for the sake of
growing, or even regressing. Maybe what we achieved as a group in the year leading up to the exhibition was remaining personal
and passionate to each other. And now, by bringing it all together in the foundation, we’ve created a space that is both public and
private, without being too abstract and self indulgent.
ATP: I know that you are the curator of the show and that you are also an artist but I would like to understand how do you
perceive yourself in this exhibition. Since it seems to me that Consequences is like a space in which you, together with other
artists, explore new modes of doing and showing art. Thus, is it Consequences in some ways part of your artistic research
as well?
JH: I would never call myself a curator. I’m more of a community organizer trying to be sensitive to the artists’ needs, myself included. And by including myself, there is a statement relating to movements of artists a century ago, one that is declarative and unapologetic.Consequences is not anything new in terms collaborative approaches within the history of art but it is new for us in this time
and place and generates a form that is idiosyncratic, hopefully furthering our understanding of what it means to make “our work”.
ATP: Could you please explain me more about the relationship between Purtill’s Grounds and the other artworks exhibited?
And how do you set up this small show dedicated to the Grounds in Consequences?
JH: Conny Purtill’s The Ground is a show within a show that is presented in the most internal space of the foundation, a triangular
room that feels like a central point which all other rooms (not really) can grow from. The walls have been hand-painted with a
mixture of pencil lead and gallery white to create another ground for the paintings to hang on. When Conny first started talking to
me about the grounds we discussed Duchamp’s concepts of the infrathin and a space that was occupied by a thought in the internal
part of a book page. So the actual material space. I was fascinated by how it opened up something I had never felt as inhabitable
previously and probably inspired me to explore more of that space ever since.
ATP: In what sense “the ghost of Lee Lozano” is part of the exhibition? Are there some artworks that address her explicitly
or simply her spirit informs the concept of Consequences and the single artworks as well?
JH: The ghost of Lee Lozano can only be felt in spirit. There is no wall label or explanation, so whenever anything happens in the
gallery that is unexpected and mischievous we all say, “the ghost of Lee” in unison! Really it all comes from my conversations with
Sarah Lehrer-Graiwer and her books on Lozano’s conversational process with other artists, specifically her book for Afterall called
Dropout Piece. In it she creates an echo of how artists can possibly manage to squeeze their way out of this refined, commercial
moment we find ourselves in. I think every artist should read it tonight.
ATP: As far as I understand, it seems that in Consequences there isn’t a univocal narrative but it is like a mix of suggestions,
points of view, gestures… How do you transpose this peculiarity in the setting up of the exhibition? And do you give some
hints or explanations to the audience or is he/ she free to read the show in his/ her own way?
We prefer a less didactic approach so hopefully the installation is like encountering a language that is slightly familiar but difficult
to comprehend quickly. A little digging is needed. Like anything, if you take the time to look at something hard enough, the harder
you will look.
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Linda De Sanctis “Il giardino americano di dodici artisti uniti”, la Repubblica, October 2015

Il giardino americano di dodici artisti uniti
LINDA DE SANCTIS
NASCE dalla sperimentazione di un lavoro di gruppo "Consequences" alla Fondazione Giuliani. Il progetto è dell'artista
Jay Heikes che ha coinvolto un gruppo di 12 colleghi che da
anni si conoscono e si stimano: Felix Culpa, Jessica Jackson
Hutchins, Ari Marcopoulos, Josiah McElheny, Todd Norsten,
Conny Purtill, Justin Schlepp, Gedi Sibony, Michael Stickrod,
The Unknown Artist. Riuscire a produrre opere che non fossero
prevedibili e manieristiche era l'obiettivo di Heikes. Dopo un
anno, dopo scambi di telefonate, materiali, letture, ispirazioni
diverse, nasce la mostra. Opere tra loro diverse che dialogano,
che sono un mix di narrazioni personali, di riferimenti stratificati ed emozioni fuse insieme. «Un giardino, un giardino molto
americano», dice Jay Heikes, «ubriaco, sciocco, colorato e di
gusto marginale».
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Marta Silvi “Consequences”, Artforum, October 2015
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“<<Consequences>> firmate Jay Heikes: un giardino ubriaco”, Corriere della Sera, 09 October 2015

FONDAZIONE GIULIANI

«Consequences»firmate Jay
Heikes:un giardino ubriaco
Oggi tra le 18 e le 21 la Fondazione Giuliani inaugura
la stagione espositiva con «Consequences», progetto
di Jay Heikes con contributi di Felix Culpa, Jessica
Jackson Hutchins, Ari Marcopoulos, Josiah McElheny,
Todd Norsten, Conny Purtill, Justin Schlepp, Gedi
Sibony, Michael Stickrod, The Unknown Artist e il
fantasma di Lee Lozano (fino al 12 dicembre). Tutti
gli artisti hanno interagito fra loro per un anno creando
inconsapevolmente una sorta di giardino in una chiave
tutta personale: un giardino definito «ubriaco, sciocco,
colorato, di gusto marginale». Consequences è un mix
di narrazioni personali, riferimenti stratificati ed emozioni fuse insieme. «Il termine collaborazione ? spiega
Heikes ? suonava abusato, alla fine l?ho scartato sperando che la mostra riveli solo lo spazio esistente tra
un piccolo gruppo di artisti infatuati l?uno dell?altro»
(via Gustavo Bianchi 1, www.fondazionegiuliani.org,
tel. 06.57301091).
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Eleonora Miliani “Sarcasmo e disordine. Jay Heikes e il tradimento del white cube”, Artribune, 12 October 2015

UN CADAVERE SQUISITO A ROMA
Un pensiero piuttosto bizzarro, quello di Jay Heikes (Princeton,
1975; vive a Minneapolis). Proprio come il gioco surrealista che metteva in crisi inconscio e linguaggio incrinando sistemi già codificati,
le “conseguenze” di Heikes scombinano e disturbano gli spazi poveri
e silenti della Fondazione Giuliani.
Un percorso più immaginario che reale, quello dell’artista – che
veste i panni del curatore –, che rende possibile il connubio di altri
nove artisti: Felix Culpa, Jessica Jackson Hutchins, Ari Marcopoulos,
Josiah McElheny, Todd Norsten, Conny Purtill, Justin Schlepp, Gedi
Sibony e Michael Stickrod.
Un puzzle sciolto che crea un grande tavolo aperto ai più svariati
processi creativi. Tante identità collidono facendo di questo gioco
mentale un terreno interessante, una sorta di grado 0 dell’atto
processuale. La curiosità di Heikes nello scoprire qual è la forma che
viene fuori alla fine del gioco e quali sono i rapporti di parentela che
intercorrono nel grade albero che ha abitato il Mississippi, resta un
atto fondamentale nel significato profondo di Consequences.
Il tronco contiene già i suoi rami, proprio come i pantaloni da lavoro
di uno degli artisti contengono un corpo, sempre a metà; è di questo
che si tratta: delle metà, dei processi non finiti, del corpo mozzato, di
lavori che non sono affatto pensati per un white cube. Heikes getta il
seme di una collaborazione che sfocia in un’interazione. Si allontana
dall’autocelebrare un modus operandi, cercando nuove possibilità
alla creazione di un’idea, di un lavoro.
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Eleonora Miliani “Sarcasmo e disordine. Jay Heikes e il tradimento del white cube”, Artribune, 12 October 2015

HUMOUR E KITSCH
Scardinando quello che potrebbe essere l’usuale processo del
concepire una mostra, Heikes pensa al fantasma di Lee Lonzano, in
particolare a Dropout piece, lavoro che segna per l’artista americana
una rottura e allo stesso tempo una nuova importanza al processo,
alla riflessione sul linguaggio come mezzo della ricerca artistica,
quindi una più generica lotta ai compromessi che esistono nella vita
e nell’arte.
Consequences diventa così un percorso guidato dall’aura fantasmatica di Lonzano, consumandosi in ogni lavoro che troviamo
passeggiando in questi spazi. La mano di ogni contributo in questi
luoghi è il tentativo di aggiungere una nuova camicia vuota all’albero
genealogico di Heikes.
Il tutto condito con tanto humor e, a tratti, qualche nota di kitsch.
Eleonora Milani
Roma // fino al 12 dicembre 2015
Consequences
a cura di Jay Heikes
FONDAZIONE GIULIANI
Via Gustavo Bianchi 1
06 57301091
info@fondazionegiuliani.org
www.fondazionegiuliani.org
MORE INFO:
http://www.artribune.com/dettaglio/evento/48567/consequences/
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Giorgia Noto“Escludi il sole, rompi l’incantesimo. Jay Heikes a Roma”, Artribune, 29 May 2014

Jay Heikes, Installation View – Photo Andrea Rossetti / Federica Schiavo Gallery, Roma

È un processo identitario quello che presenta, nel corpus totale
dei lavori che costruiscono una mostra di Jay Heikes (Princeton,
NJ, 1975), un coacervo di elementi e idee dove tutto rimane strettamente correlato. Ci sono ossessioni perpetuate da anni che ritornano, si avviluppano e prendono la loro strada sotto forma di opere
dai differenti media raggruppate in questa occasione sotto l’unione
di due lettere RA: un simbolo chimico e un nome, il Radio e il dio
egizio del Sole, una determinazione e una caratteristica, la radioattività e la capacità di illuminare. Queste le due specifiche imprescindibili per la comprensione dei lavori, una dicotomia dove il Sole
possiede un suo naturale diktat: accende, mette in moto. L’assenza di luce naturale inibisce l’ambizione organica di questi lavori e
ancora di più quelli in cui sono stati impiegati particolari pigmenti
fluorescenti. La magia che avrebbe dovuto animare un nutrito sentire fra “arte e vita” non si è compiuta, e l’incantesimo si è spezzato.
Giorgia Noto
Roma // fino al 2 luglio 2014
Jay Heikes – Ra
FEDERICA SCHIAVO
Piazza Montevecchio 16
06 45432028
info@federicaschiavo.com
www.federicaschiavo.com
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Giulia Fontani “Jay Heikes - Ra”, Zero, May 2014
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M. Maddalena Di Caprio, “JAY HEIKES | RA”, i.OVO, 18 Giugno 2014

L’artista americano Jay Heikes, nella sua terza personale a Roma, ci conduce in un percorso tra materiali che cambiano stato grazie all’interazione di
elementi chimici. Il tutto illuminato dalla luce, a volte mitica, a volte chimica.
Roma, Federica Schiavo Gallery – Piazza Montevecchio, 16, dal 15.05.2014
al 02.07.2014
Le modalità con cui si esprime la logica sottesa alla terza mostra personale di
Jay Heikes (Princeton, NJ, 1975)a Roma, in scena alla Federica Schiavo Gallery, rimandano ad un gioco di accostamenti semantici. A partire dal titolo della
mostra, RA: due lettere che si riferiscono sia al simbolo del Radio, sia al culto del
dio Sole. L’accostamento della narrazione mitica all’elemento chimico ci conduce
alla stessa idea di bagliore – uno naturale, l’altro radioattivo - il quale permette la
crescita, il mutamento e la degenerazione degli oggetti sottoposti ad esso.
L’idea della mostra nasce dalla fascinazione di Heikes per gli studi condotti da Marie
e Pierre Curie sulla natura radioattiva degli elementi chimici. L’artista
utilizza nei suoi lavori un pigmento fosforescente a base di alluminato
di stronzio, elemento trovato radioattivo in alcuni isotopi. L’effetto sulla
sua arte è incisivo. Le tele sottoposte a tali radiazioni reagiscono mutando aspetto. Come un tessuto epiteliale, la tela si infetta, decade e
degenera riempendosi di escrescenze e tumori. Come la luce solare
permette la crescita ed il mutamento agli essere viventi, scandendo il giorno e la notte, così gli elementi
radioattivi utilizzati da Heikes rivendicano una processualità non sistematica del cambiamento, rendendo la
tela qualcosa di non prevedibile, che cambia inesorabilmente.
L’attenzione posta sul processo artistico e sul deterioramento fisico si sintetizza all’interno del ciclo di sculture presenti alla mostra. Come in Desire, opera
rappresentante un calderone riempito di tutti i materiali di scarto del processo
di fusione. Durante il processo di lavorazione dei metalli, ogni elemento estraneo viene rimosso in virtù della purezza di un materiale. L’impurità diviene
degno contenuto del calderone, innalzando ad arte lo stesso concetto di scarto. Del materiale puro non vi è alcuna traccia, l’opera si compone di quello che
sarebbe andato perso nel processo di lavorazione.
L’imperturbabile non esiste nell’arte come nella vita, sembra ricordarci Heikes
con le sue opere. Il mutamento, l’impuro, l’eterno procedere del decadimento,
da deprecabili effetti dell’avanzare del tempo si sintetizzano nell’armonia della
natura, nel nostro essere più profondo a cui siamo destinati.
M. Maddalena Di Caprio
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“RA. Jay Heikes”, Cura., 30 Giugno 2014

Ra. Jay Heikes

The conceptual starting point of Ra, Jay Heikes’s third solo show at Federica
Schiavo Gallery, is a fascination for the radioactive nature of things, in particular
for the researches that led Marie and Pierre Curie to discover Radium in 1898
and for the myth related to the Egyptian God of the Sun. Both these stories accidentally refer to the letters R and A, the symbol of Radium and the name of the
Egyptian deity. In the attempt to reproduce Curie’s lab, incessantly illuminated
during the night by greenish-blue test tubes, Heikes has made use of a phosphorescent pigment composed of Strontium Aluminates. The artist has so re-imagined his studio as a glowing laboratory, not unlike that one the Curies had created
over a hundred years earlier, coating walls of cardboard with the phosphorescent
pigment. The encounter between this experience and his interest in a series of
cave paintings has led to four new works: Ra,Treatment, Day for Night and Die
Hippie Scum (all works 2014). Re-approaching them as bodily surfaces just as
susceptible to scarring in the form of growths and tumors, Heikes sees them as
spawning a cancer parallel to the effects of radiation. Among the other works on
show are the sculptures Self Portrait in Ultra Violet Light, Fragment from the
Theory of Everythingand Desire.

Ra by Jay Heikes
Federica Schiavo Gallery, Rome
Through July 2
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Pietro D’Agostino, “RA. Mostra di Jay Heikes”, New CultFrame, Giugno 2014

RA. Mostra di Jay Heikes
di Pietro D Agostino

Mutazione della materia, macerazioni, elementi metallici, garze, piaghe,
legni, pelli, tele irregolari, questi elementi possono in parte far presagire
la descrizione dell’anticamera di una
tragedia. Siamo invece sulla soglia,
sull’uscio della poetica, tutt’altro che
catastrofica, di Jay Heikes.
Le sue opere, presenti in mostra a
Roma nello spazio espositivo della Federica Schiavo Gallery, ci conducono in
Jay Heikes. Year of Ra, 2014. Wood, ink, paper, rubber and phoun percorso di riflessione sulla trasforsphorescent pigment. 84 x 46 x 11 cm. Photo by Andrea Rossetti.
Courtesy Federica Schiavo Gallery, Roma
mazione della materia a cui si aggiunge, persistente, uno spostamento continuo del nostro percepire. Il relativo
interrogarsi circa le modificazioni delle manifestazioni di senso a cui ci stimolano gli oggetti in mostra non inducono, a nostro avviso, verso la constatazione di manifestazioni di sofferenza, di annientamento, bensì a considerare
la vita, e la straordinaria varietà che ne fa parte, oggetto di mutamento.
Heikes ci trasporta così all’interno delle proprie tensioni protese a sondare
e ad attraversare le esperienze, tutte vitali, della degenerazione come atto
costitutivo del rinnovamento.
Indagando in continuazione la tesi del formarsi del senso e, inversamente,
costatandone l’antitesi, e cioè il suo annullamento, ci stimola ad osservare
che le cose, compresi noi stessi, sono, siamo delle sintesi in continua trasformazione. Il viaggio che l’autore statunitense percorre è costantemente
attraversato da riferimenti e fascinazioni legate ad attività di tipo scientifico,
come quella dei coniugi Marie e Pierre Curie intorno alla scoperta della radioattività, o mitologico, relativo alla divinità dell’antico Egitto attinente al culto del Sole e personificato nell’immagine del dio RA. Emblematico è il legame
che ruota attorno a questo nome che accosta il simbolo del Radio R e A con la
figura del dio Egizio, entrambi legati all’energia, quella della luce, che senza
soluzione di continuità, nello stesso tempo, crea e distrugge.
E proprio per entrare in maniera concreta all’interno dell’opera e del pensiero di Jay Heikes, accanto alla porta di accesso della prima sala espositiva, vi
è una scultura in legno, dal titolo appunto RA, una sorta di scettro, rivestito
in parte da dei pigmenti fosforescenti a base di alluminato di stronzio, i quali,
all’attenuarsi delle luce con cui la osserviamo, si illuminano conferendogli
delle doti di apparizione. Immaginiamo che anche questa dinamica rientri
nella prassi poetica di Haikes, e cioè che nel tempo quell’apparizione andrà a
dissolversi perché l’energia luminosa accumulata dai pigmenti andrà sempre
più affievolendosi e ritornerà ad essere l’oggetto che avevamo visto in piena
luce, e cioè una scultura in legno dalle parvenze di scettro e, con l’esposizione alla luce, con cui di nuovo accumulerà energia, tornerà a trasformarsi in
apparizione, in un moto perpetuo.
FEDERICA SCHIAVO GALLERY
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Pietro D’Agostino, “RA. Mostra di Jay Heikes”, New CultFrame, Giugno 2014

Entrando nella prima sala, alle pareti, tre opere
in cui è evidente questo stato di trasformazione:
i telai sono irregolari, sulla superficie delle tele
si concretizza il lavorìo degli elementi con cui ne
sono ricoperte, insieme a dei colori che, anche qui
creando una contrapposizione, hanno delle colorazioni tenui, pastello, in contrasto con l’energia
degenerativa a cui sono sottoposti. Ne cogliamo sì
l’istantaneità, ma istintivamente ne immaginiamo
un probabile mutamento, un cambiamento di stato
votato a una rinascita.
Nelle altre opere in mostra cogliamo tutti gli elementi e le peculiarità sinora descritte: percorrendo
Jay Heikes. Die Hippie Scum, 2014.
Paper, cheesecloth, taconite, ink, dye,
un breve corridoio e girando a sinistra ci troviamo
aluminum 195,6 x 129,5 x 10 cm. Photo
by Andrea Rossetti. Courtesy Federica in uno spazio con due opere; una scultura in meSchiavo Gallery, Roma
tallo composta da un calderone al cui interno delle scorie metalliche danno la sensazione del bollire e dell’evaporare della
materia, introducendoci in un altro argomento sensibile per l’autore, quello
dell’alchimia; appesa a parete, una scultura in legno formata da dei rami contorti legati tra di loro da dei materiali organici che sembra già in una fase di
trasformazione. Nella sala a destra del corridoio sono installate una scultura
in legno e pelle e un’ulteriore opera dal colore pastello con un telaio irregolare, entrambi con inserimenti di elementi fluorescenti sulle loro superfici.
Jay Heikes, Princeton, NJ, 1975, vive e lavora a Minneapolis. Il suo percorso
di studi è caratterizzato da una laurea all’Università del Michigan ad Ann
Arbor e in un Master in Fine Arts all’Università di Yale. Ha al suo attivo la
partecipazione in numerose mostre a livello internazionale, le più recenti al
Walker Art Center di Minneapolis nel 2013 e alla Grim Gallery di Amsterdam
nel 2014.
© CultFrame 06/2014

INFORMAZIONI
Jay Heikes: RA
Dal 15 maggio al 2 luglio 2014
Federica Schiavo Gallery / Piazza Montevecchio 16, Roma / Tel. 06.45432028
/info@federicaschiavo.com
Orario: martedì – sabato 12.00 – 19.00 / lunedì solo su appuntamento / Ingresso libero
LINK
Federica Schiavo Gallery, Roma
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La redazione, “Three Things You Should Know About Jay Heikes”, Artsy, October 2013
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Various Authors, “Vitamin 3-D: New Perspectives in Sculture and Installation”, Phaidon, 2009, pp. 146-147
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A Table of Curious Elements: Jay Heikes on Filthy Minds
BY BARTHOLOMEW RYAN

Jay Heikes, We lead healthy lives to keep filthy minds (2013), installed in Painter Painter. Photo: Gene Pittman

In Studio Sessions, our ongoing web series, the 15 artists in the Walker-organized exhibition Painter Painter respond to an
open-ended query about their practices. Here Minneapolis-based artist Jay Heikes discusses his contribution to the show
with co-curator Bartholomew Ryan.
As he’s traveled from studio to studio, Minneapolis-based artist Jay Heikes has carried a wall of tools composed of electric drills,
hammers, and saws that he uses in making his work. Always interested in transformation, he began to think about how the tools
we use determine the things we make, or more abstractly tie us into certain ways of thinking. Asking himself whether changing
the tools could also change the work, Heikes began to invent new implements constructed out of the detritus of the studio: found
materials with peculiar provenance, pigments, dyes, fabrics, or negative throwaway forms from previous works. In making We
lead healthy lives to keep filthy minds (2013), his work in Painter Painter, he was inspired by the history of the avant-garde, and
specifically the manifesto as a mode of address, and looked to groups such as the Suprematists, Futurists, or even the Shakers, who
used new language to create new realities.
As Heikes assembled his constructed “tools” on a studio wall, he began to think of them as a form of painting. While painters–including Gerhard Richter and Jack Whitten — have long created tools as a means to bypass previous ways of working and arrive at
a different kind of mark-making or application, here Heikes’ instruments themselves become the marks — they delineate the paintings’ borders and are the motifs of composition. A number of elements seem poised to be used in some elaborate way, evolving
in more recent works toward a greater level of formal abstraction. As the project develops, the usefulness of a tool is situated in its
openness to possibility within painting, in its ability to be free of bounded real-world utility. Ultimately, it seems as if Heikes may
be shaping a proposition about abstraction as something necessary, to be used and valued as much as anything else.
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Bartholomew Ryan: Almost everything in We lead
healthy lives to keep filthy minds seems to involve
ready-made materials that you have cut, grafted,
painted, dyed, and generally manipulated into something that seems simple and somehow inevitable:
Like, “Of course that thing should exist (even though it hasn’t heretofore).” One exception is the little
furry ball that hangs near the top right. You called it
a sea ball, but what is it? Where did you get it? Did
you do anything to it? Is it still alive?
Jay Heikes: I’m not sure what it is exactly. I found
it by the sea in the coastal village of Acciaroli in
the south of Italy. The beach was littered with them,
and they were just so perfect in their natural state. I
had been thinking for a long time of something that
is non-narrative and decided that nature is the one
thing that doesn’t tell a story, that we put a narrative
on to it by living within it. But then I realized how
off that conclusion was, because it was casting itself
in fossils and petrified wood and sculpting things
like “sea balls.” At times, it feels like a clown nose
or a mole, which satisfies my desire for the work to
be both creepy and beautiful, although within the
larger composition I think it becomes another tool
wrapped up in the romantic fate of the readymade.
It was there in front of me and made me jealous,
in using the tides of the Mediterranean to make a
sculpture of dead and dried plant matter.

Jay Heikes with the “sea ball” in We lead healthy lives to keep filthy minds (2013).
Photo: Gene Pittman

Ryan: Let’s move from the clown nose to the wax
ear in the exhibition. Ears, of course, are about listening. Are you interested in listening? In a certain
kind of receptivity?

Heikes: The “basics” are something I’ve been thinking a lot about lately. I get sucked into these structuralist texts from the 1960s
with titles like Alchemy: Ancient and Modern or Asbestos: The Silk of the Mineral Kingdom and find myself understanding the
cosmos in a much more personal way. When a text tells me that gold is related to perfection and leads to sin, I immediately get
seduced by the passing on of elemental investigations from the old world and try to understand if we are still engaged in the same
kind of listening or associative behavior. Are we listening to the materials? At times, I don’t think we are. There’s a hopeless divorce from the knowledge of where things actually come from, how they are mined and then presented to us as objects or products.
I’m getting away from the question, though. Am I interested in listening? I would say that I want to absorb, which includes listening. As for a receptivity, I look to a time when the limits of knowledge were more naive and up for grabs. When mystical thought
and the charlatan were still very persuasive. We live in a time when Science is winning, but people have historically done unexpected things against better judgment. It was not that long ago when people were playing with a handful of mercury like it was a
curious toy. You could say that through these mistakes we’ve built a better, safer world, and I would agree, but my fear is that when
the earth has had enough of our tinkering we will be left in a state of complete elemental amnesia. Maybe amnesia is the wrong
word because the knowledge was never there in the first place. Maybe this is all ether hiding a “back to the basics” objective on
my part, but what I’m realizing is that I don’t know what the basics are myself, so I’m trying to create a set of tools that will in turn
find their own undecided function.
To be more direct about the object itself, the “ear” is made from those little Laughing Cow cheeses, which are covered in a combination of paraffin and micro-crystalline wax. The dirt and shavings pressed into the wax are from my studio floor, and I inserted
these map tack heads to look like a trail of piercings running up the side of the ear. It made me think of the severed ear of Vincent
van Gogh and the gesture of being out of bounds or doing something crazy — the moment when you cross a line and physically
enter the realm of hallucination. A hallucination that, with van Gogh, could have easily been brought on by the paints he was using,
so again an elemental cloud is present.
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The “ear” in Jay Heikes’ We lead healthy lives to keep filthy minds (2013).
Photo: Gene Pittman

Ryan: The painter going crazy in his elemental
cloud. When I visited your studio recently, you were
breaking out in hives, and we suspected it was a
reaction to one of the many odd materials you were
using or perhaps mold from a work that was caught
in a gallery basement during Hurricane Sandy. In a
short text I recently wrote on your work, I considered the alchemical nature of your practice, this
kind of magical thinking that allows you to play
with all kinds of elements and formulas, to arrive at
specialized materials that you use in many of your
works. Let’s talk about the piece you call the wand,
at the top left of the composition: a wooden rounded
pole with a strand of copper wire at one end. I
do like to think of you with a wand, although the
notion is faintly embarrassing, because magic is not
exactly associated with rigorously critical thinking in
contemporary art. But I think one of the things I’ve
always liked about your work is that it is prepared to

lay itself bare in some way, to take the plunge into the possibility of a simplistic and reductive read from a public, while also entering terrain that feels very fertile. This is something that attracts me to a lot of artists working today. A re-embrace of the unknown,
which some could say is a retrograde step in that it privileges the metaphysical over the material nature of existence, allows for a
kind of mythologization of art. I think there is something quite authentically engaged within the way you work, like a sense that
you really are searching for possibilities. Another way to look at the tools is to see them as iconographic for different possibilities,
from science to magic, from the domestic to the industrial, from the deeply subjective to the objective. This might account for the
way in which many people who are engaged in language, writers and poets, etc., seem to really be affected by this piece, or fascinated by it; because they see it as constructing a language or a system of thought. Do you see the wand as an indicator of one in a
range of possible approaches to something? Or are you really dedicated to magic?
Heikes: I can only dream of the day when my work gives people hives. That would be true magic. Like figuring out how to trigger
a build-up of histamines without a transfer of fluids or allergens, just a painting or sculpture that creates hives. For a moment, I
thought about filling a gallery space with the sulphurlike scent that’s added to natural gas known as tert-Butylthiol to simulate a gas
leak. There’s nothing like the instant thought of possibly exploding to put everyone on edge. In the end, I decided against it. It’s
silly to talk about some of these ideas, but it gets to the heart of what I think about in the studio and with the wand specifically. I
started making work in a performative way about 10 years ago, using existential theater and the work of Jean-Paul Sartre as inspiration for the compulsion that art has in its desire to reject stasis. Sartre talked about spilled treacle, an uncrystalized syrup made
during the refining of sugar, as a metaphor for life and the viscosity of all things. It’s a substance that is both liquid and solid and
denies our basic understandings of material properties. When I’m in that breakthrough moment making something, I think about
treacle and try to let the materials be magical to see if an essence reveals itself, even though a lot of my work could melt away in a
rainstorm.
But magic is ultimately funny and I approach it with suspicion, just as any religion
or belief system makes me question the presence of invisibility. So with the wand,
I’m playing with the irony of using copper in a wand that is not connected to
anything so it wouldn’t conduct electricity. But I’m not concerned with it conducting electricity per se, just that there is a leap from what could physically conduct.
As if a magician was holding the thing that could actually move energy without
knowing it. It’s a recurring problem for me in addressing things as varied as cosmological background radiation to reincarnation. Do I always have to search for
unexplored possibilities or can I just present a kind of deadpan futility that acts as
satire? Maybe I’m just an existentialist in denial.

The “wand” in Jay Heikes’ We lead healthy lives
to keep filthy minds (2013)

Ryan: Let’s talk about the snaking form to the top right of the work. I bring it up
because I know you began designing these tools with use as an actual possibility,
and this is one of the few that was used in the construction of another work. It was
used in one of your paintings from last year that was constructed through layering
paper and dried ink, creating an almost stonelike surface, which you then monoprinted with the texture of animal hides. In the painting Filthy Minds (2012), there
are these hatchings that go up the side that come from using the snake to apply
the print. So you have these virtually primitivist paintings that are also composed
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through these new, distinctly handmade tools. You gave an earlier group of that series titles from various caves around the world,
such as Ear of Dionysus (2011), which came into the Walker’s collection last year. The titles conjure some faintly ridiculous, near
pompous classical sensibility, but the works aren’t totally ironic. Are these tools meant for use in terms of an applied nature? Or
have they become useful for the way in which they help as formal motifs that contribute to the composition of the work on the wall
through how they are arranged?

The “snaking” in Jay Heikes’ We lead healthy lives to keep filthy minds (2013)

Heikes: I used the snaking on a painting at a
moment when I thought I was moving toward
using the tools in a performative Gerhard
Richter kind of way. In this case, I used it as
a stamp, inking it and then applying pressure
to the face of a painting that I quickly titled
Filthy Minds, which differed from all of the
paintings that I had titled after existing caves
up to that point. It was an important precursor
to what became We lead healthy lives to keep
filthy minds, which is included in Painter
Painter, and became the symbol of what I
didn’t want the tools to become. There was a
feeling that they shouldn’t play a bit part, that
they should be the focus, so by making the
painting I realized I had used them in a way
that I had hoped to resist. Afterwards, I concluded that the stamp was the content instead
of the mark it had made because my focus
from the beginning was how to challenge the
structure of language at its most primitive
starting point. When I was making the tools,
I thought about cave people sitting around
sculpting because it was the only available

language. I guess grunting and gesturing too, but in the end I saw the painting as a mistake that helped me get to the wall of tools.
As for the formal aspects of the snaking, I saw it as a form that could anchor the composition. So yes, the tool had become a motif
and held within in it a kind of crooked beauty, but it also reminded me of a jester’s leggings, which is maybe an aside from years of
thinking about the role of the artist.
I guess it’s funny now that I’m making less interesting tools that
are leading to more interesting drawings, so the thing I had resisted
and the process that the painting hinted at has reversed itself
completely. The new drawings feel like musical scores for minor
planets, renegotiating how sheet music could look for something so
abstract, that of a lifeless floating rock full of possibilities. They’re
spacey and psychedelic and owe a lot to David Reed, John Cage,
and the Japanese avant-garde of the 1960s. But I haven’t abandoned the tools completely, they’re just becoming less tool-like and
more autonomous as wall sculptures that seem more direct and
symbolic, like a dirty palette instead of a table of curious elements.

Jay Heikes, Filthy Minds (2012). Photo: Jason Wyche
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